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The figures in the margin indicate full marks.

Group - A

1. Answer any four questions from the following : 15×4

(a) Write a radio talk of 5 minutes duration on Covid-19 awareness.

(b) Write a T.V. talk show script of 5 minutes duration on the contribution of Satyajit Ray in Indian
cinema.

(c) Write a TV news bulletin of 5 minutes duration based on following issues :
(i) Devastation of Yash Thunderstorm both in sea coast area of West Bengal and Orissa
(ii) Black Fungus fear
(iii) Olympics in Pandemic.

(d) Briefly describe the techniques of writing television news script.

(e) Write a TV Documentary script of 5 minutes duration on wastage of water in India.

(f) What do you mean by Radio Talk Show? What are the features of a good radio talk show?

Group - B

2. Write any two from the following questions :

(a) Write an anchor’s intro of an interactive radio musical programme with a special guest. 10

(b) Write a radio cue sheet of an interactive talk show programme on Holi Festival of India with a
special guest. 10

(c) Discuss the differences in the news presentation of Radio and Television. 10

(d) Define script. What are the characteristics of a good script? 2+8
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1. Answer any four questions from the following :

(a) Prepare a programme format of 10 minutes duration on live coverage of your college fest as an
anchor. 15
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(b) Explain the role and responsibilities of a TV anchor. 15

(c) Prepare a television programme format of 10 minutes duraion on  a natural disaster coverage. 15

(d) What is voice over? Do you think voice modulation and pronunciation are integral parts of voice
over? 5+10

(e) Prepare a radio programme format of 10 minutes duration with a special guest in studio on any one
of the following topics : 15

(i) Rise of OTT platforms during pandemic

(ii) Online Education

(f) Anchors are the face of a television programme. Do you agree? State the importance of camera
for such programmes. 7+8

2. Write any two from the following questions :

(a) What is spot reporting? How is it different from anchoring? 4+6

(b) Bring out the difference between a reality show anchor and a radio anchor. 10

(c) Discuss the increasing importance of anchoring in journalism. 10

(d) Mention the qualities required to become a successful Radio Jockey. 10
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1. Answer any four questions from the following :
(a) Define documentary. Discuss different types of documentary films with suitable examples. 3+12
(b) Analyse the difference between feature film and documentary film. 15
(c) From a global perspective, narrate the evolution of ducumentary films. 15
(d) Critically evaluate the phases of documentary movement in India. 15
(e) Prepare a documentary film script on migrant labour during Covid period (within 1000 words). 15
(f) Build a story about a cyclone-ravaged family centered on the disaster management. 15
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2. Write any two from the following questions :

(a) Discuss the various shooting techniques with examples. 10

(b) Analyse the various editing techniques used in Indian documentary films. 10

(c) Give a detailed account of Indian perspective on documentary films in 21st century. 10

(d) Define concept. How a story develops around a concept? 3+7
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DTP 

PowerPoint Presentation-

ICT 

×

DTP Software-

×

PowerPoint 

MS Word MS Excel-

PowerPoint Presentation- Ctrl+Z 
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MS Office-

Quark Express 

MS Office-

[English Version]

The figures in the margin indicate full marks.

1. Answer any four questions from the following : 15×4

(a) What do you understand by DTP? Explain.

(b) What are the characteristics and objectives of PowerPoint Presentation? Discuss with examples.

(c) Write the advantages and disadvantages of Audio Communication in comparison to Visual
Communication. Discuss with examples.

(d) Discuss the difference between Electronic and Print Media.

(e) What is the importance of Sound in Media Presentation? Explain with example.

(f) What do you understand by Information and Communication Technology? Do you use any ICT
medium? If Yes, then explain its pros and cons.

2. Answer any one question : 10×1

(a) Explain the use and benefits of any one DTP Software.

(b) Microsoft Word has become an integral part of everyday life. Explain with examples.

3. Answer any ten questions : 1×10

(a) PowerPoint belongs to which company?

(b) Write one difference between MS Word and MS Excel.

(c) Mention any broadcasting medium.

(d) Name any one News Editing Software used in Print Medium.

(e) Who is the founder of Microsoft?

(f) Name any one Digital Medium.

(g) Write one difference between Print and Video Editing Software.

(h) Ctrl+Z is used for which function in PowerPoint Presentation?

(i) Write an advantage of MS Office.

(j) Quark Express belongs to which company?

(k) Which two keys are used to open a New File in MS Office?

(l) Name any one Output Device in a computer terminal.


